Ball-path inference based on a combination of audio and video clues in tennis video sequences
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ABSTRACT

Tennis-sports analysis is attracting much attention in content-analysis research and professional applications. This paper presents a scheme for sports analysis employing an automatic tennis ball-path inference driven by a combination of auditory and visual information. The ball-path inference is implemented for tactics analysis. Since ball tracking remains to be a challenging issue in practice, we use a non-tracking approach for ball-path inference. We propose an effective serving-player detection for achieving an accurate match between a sequence of racket-hit moments and the position of the hitting player in the corresponding video frames. Experimental results have shown that the proposed system can reliably detect the serving-player and classify into different categories, such as left-court/right-court service and front-court/back-court service. Therefore, our system can be utilized for an effective and automatic extraction of various tennis events, performance and tactics analysis with high reliability.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, sports video (tactics) analysis is becoming increasingly popular and its application appeals to a large consumer audience. It may facilitate practical user requirements involving effective database management, indexing, and quick searching and retrieving of specific contents [1] [2]. In multimedia systems, both audio and video signals can simultaneously contribute to the analysis at the semantic level [3] [4].

The tennis ball-path plays an important role in the tactical analysis of tennis. However, recovering the tennis-ball path remains a challenging task. Approaches for semantic-level analysis based on ball tracking have been explored [5] [6], where a rather accurate trajectory, using tennis-ball detection and tracking, could be obtained. Generally, it is quite difficult to detect and track the ball accurately in practice, especially for a long sequence, because of the following properties of the ball in the image domain.

- The ball size is small.
- The detection is considerably affected by the environment, like lighting, type of playing field, etc..
- The quality of the acquired video sequence is not always sufficiently good to detect the ball.
- The ball deformation is significant, especially at high speeds.

In fact, the accurate trajectory of the ball is not necessary for tactics analysis. Only the ball path is important. Thus we could alternatively utilize a non-ball-tracking approach with the fusion of audio and video clues to obtain the ball-path inference. The approach should also contribute to the tactics analysis in balancing accuracy, robustness to varying circumstances, and the involved computational cost.

The objective of our research is to create an automatic online tennis sports video analyzer at a high semantic level using both auditory and visual information. This paper contributes in two aspects. First, we present a simple and reliable serving-player detection scheme, that classifies the service status and which is driven by fusing audio and video clues about the service. Second, the tennis-ball path is generated for tennis-game tactics analysis without detecting and tracking the ball itself.

In the sequel, we first introduce the architecture of our AV-clue based analysis system in Section 2. The proposed serving-player detection scheme is described in Section 3. The experimental results are summarized in Section 4 and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK

The hierarchical block diagram of our tennis video analysis system is visualized in Figure 1.
3. Methodology

3.1. Audio-based racket-hit detection

Particular audio events like the racket-hit are important for analysis at the semantic level. We implement the racket-hit detection [6] and obtain the set of racket-hit points $P = \{P_1, P_2, ..., P_n\}$, which has $n$ verified racket-hit points for each rally segment. Afterwards, we classify every service into one of four possible classes: normal service, first-service failure, second-service failure and Ace ball, based on their individual audio properties. The accuracy of audio-based analysis significantly contributes to the other module for visual-based analysis.

3.2. Visual-based serving-player detection

Triggered by the timing of each racket-hit sound, the visual analysis in the image domain is performed. Based on our previous work [8], we obtain the position of each player in each frame. Then their projection on the real-world tennis court model is also calculated. This may lead to further tactical analysis which is described in Section 3.3.

The serving-player detection plays an important role as it contributes to the mapping between a sequence of racket-hit moments and the position of the hitting player in the corresponding video frames. Here we define the player as front-court player who is closer to the camera and the other player as back-court player. As the service status of two players is correlated, we analyze only the service of the front-court player. The status of the other player can be easily derived from the rules of the tennis game. For example, only one player (front-court or back-court) is serving during a tennis game and his service status is either right-court service or left-court service.

Let us now introduce our serving-player detection approach of which the block diagram is portrayed by Figure 2. First, the image frames corresponding to the service event are extracted. From the results of [8], an initial template indicating the position of the front-court player is available. As the 3D real-world position is also calculated, we can classify the serving status into two cases, such as right-court player and left-court player, according to the position relative to the detected court [8]. The silhouette of the front-court player is produced with a bounding box. This enables to distinguish whether the front-court player is serving or not, based on a specific silhouette property.

Figure 3 shows an example of the difference between a serving posture and a non-serving posture. The feature of the aspect ratio $\alpha$ of the bounding box can distinguish between a serving player and a non-serving player. This aspect ratio $\alpha$ is defined as the ratio between width $W$ and height $H$ of the bounding box, and which is compared to a threshold such that
\[
\alpha = \begin{cases} 
\frac{W}{H} \leq \lambda & \text{is serving} \\
\frac{W}{H} > \lambda & \text{is NOT serving} 
\end{cases},
\]

where \( \lambda \) indicates an adaptive threshold which is depending on the relative court size. If the aspect ratio \( \alpha \) of the bounding box indicates a service of the front-court player, the service status is classified as front-court service. Otherwise, the service status is labeled as back-court service.

\[
\lambda = \alpha, \quad (1)
\]

Aspect ratio of the bounding box

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Front-court player silhouette</th>
<th>Right-court service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Front-court player initial template</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position relative to the court</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back-court service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left-court service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Block diagram of analyzer for serving-player.

Figure 3. Example of comparing the silhouettes of a serving player (left) and a non-serving player (right).

3.3. Tennis-ball-path inference for tactics analysis

Suppose we obtain a set of \( n \) racket-hit points \( P = \{ P_1, P_2, P_3, \ldots, P_n \} \) from Section 3.1 and a set of its corresponding positions for the front-court player \( F = \{ F_1(x_{F1}, y_{F1}), F_2(x_{F2}, y_{F2}), \ldots, P_n(x_{Fn}, y_{Fn}) \} \) and the back-court player \( B = \{ B_1(x_{B1}, y_{B1}), B_2(x_{B2}, y_{B2}), \ldots, B_n(x_{Bn}, y_{Bn}) \} \).

From the serving-player detection and tracking results, we are able to implement the tactics analysis, while no highly accurate ball trajectory is required.

An example of the analysis is shown in Figure 4. In the tennis court model, the circle and the rectangle represent the positions of the front-court player and back-court player when they are making the racket-hit, respectively. The numbers shown in the figure indicate the order of the racket-hit in a particular sequence. The dotted arrow and the solid arrow represent the player trajectory and the tennis-ball-path during the game, respectively. Evidently, this arrangement contributes to the tennis tactics-analysis application. It facilitates the player and/or the coach to analyze and improve the playing performance.

Figure 4. Example of the tennis tactics analysis with indicated ball-path, playing order and player trajectories.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments are conducted to test the performance of our proposed scheme, as described in the previous sections. The database for experiments is composed of two MPEG-2 tennis video clips with a total length of 6 minutes.

Firstly, we verify the proposed serving-player detection scheme, which is described in Section 3.2. The video clips contain 11 actual services in total. Given the accurate racket-hit detection results from audio-based analysis, the accuracy rate of video-based serving-player detection reaches 100% for this (limited) dataset. It should be noted that this high accuracy relies on the audio-based analysis result. We have verified that the performance deteriorates when the audio analysis does not work properly. Employing the algorithm of Section 3.2, we have succeeded to classify the serving status into the four categories as shown in Figure 2 (front/back-court, left/right-court service).

Secondly, for further experiments, we have integrated our detection scheme into a full tennis video analysis system. It runs under the Linux operating system and is programmed in C++. The user interface is shown in Fig-
Figure 5. The system visualizes the analysis results at three different levels. At the audio level, racket-hit points are detected and further classified into several types of serving and returning. The game status is detected, involving rally, score and break. At the video level, the players and tennis court are tracked and highlighted. At the AV-fusion level, the serving-player status is detected. Moreover, a tactics analyzer is implemented, of which example analysis results are depicted in Figure 6. This effectively and accurately simulates a tennis game at a position level, where the tennis-ball-path is drawn in solid lines between the player positions.

Figure 5. User interface of our tennis analysis system.

Figure 6. Schematic results of tennis tactics analysis.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a scheme for automatic tennis-ball-path inference for tennis sports video analysis, based on simultaneously combining audio and video clues. Firstly, an effective serving-player detection algorithm is employed which aims at locating each player in the image domain, corresponding to each racket-hit that is detected by audio-signal analysis. The player detection and tracking is an aid in finding the service by the aspect ratio of the player’s silhouette and afterwards accurately classifying the service into several categories such as left-court/right-court service and front-court/back-court service. Secondly, the tennis-ball-path is generated for tennis game tactics analysis without detecting and tracking the ball itself, by projecting players in a real-world model and combining previous analysis with game rules. It was shown that our system can deliver a tactical analysis based on the fusion of video and audio analysis modules. Various functions such as racket-hit detection/classification, game status classification and serving-player detection are also available. The potential application of our system involves event classification, performance analysis and game summarization.
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